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The Challenge

Many people look at the prospect of having children as one of life’s great experiences. 
Sadly, though, according to the Mayo Clinic, between 10% and 15% of all couples of 
childbearing age have difficulty either conceiving or taking a pregnancy through to term.

Traditionally, a widespread assumption has been that the reason or reasons for a couple’s 
inability to conceive usually rests with the female. In recent decades, however, numerous 
studies have proven that male-related fertility issues are also a major cause. According to 
the American Society of Reproductive Medicine, for example, the male partner is either 
the sole or a contributing cause of fertility challenges in about 40% of couples who have 
difficulty conceiving.

Stress and Fertility

The causes of fertility issues in both women and men, of course, are numerous. Among 
the causes, one that has received increased attention in recent years is stress, a condition 
that, according to Colette Bopuchez of WebMD, “may actually play a role in up to 30% of 
all infertility problems.”

Although some authorities are hesitant to link certain cases of fertility issues directly 
with stress, others, such as Allen Morgan, MD, the director of the Shore Institute for 
Reproductive Medicine in New Jersey, believes that the relationship is very real. “What we 
do know now,” Morgan states, “is that, when stress-reduction techniques are employed, 
something happens in some women that allows them to get pregnant when they couldn’t 
get pregnant before.” Morgan has also noted that the ability to conceive can become 
compromised when stress causes increased levels in hormones such as cortisol. 

“Progesterone Steal”

In cases of female fertility challenges especially, nutrition and fitness expert Dr. Len Lopez 
concurs. “When you are constantly in that ‘fight or flight’ mode because of stress, your 
adrenal glands will produce additional cortisol and adrenaline,” he writes. “This is a normal 
bio-chemical process. The problem is that in order to make cortisol, your adrenal glands 
need progesterone [a female hormone that nourishes the uterine lining in preparation of the 
implanted fertilized egg]. This causes your progesterone to be used in making your stress 
hormones, as opposed to what it is designed to do—support your pregnancy . . . Often 
referred to as the ‘progesterone steal,’ your body will steal however much progesterone it 
needs to make cortisol.”
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Addressing Stress as a Cause of Fertility Issues

Another complication for couples is the added stress of undergoing fertility treatments such 
as in vitro fertilization (IVF). In a University of California, San Diego, study, for example, 
researchers found that women who experienced the highest levels of stress during the 
process ovulated 20% fewer eggs than those who experienced lower levels.

Depending on the specifics of each case in which stress might be a factor in fertility 
challenges, MDs and other health care providers have prescribed various remedies from 
medications to new diet and exercise regimens. Still, many concerns remain. What, for 
example, are the side effects of certain medications? Is their cost prohibitive for many 
couples? And how effective are diet and exercise in controlling stress and reducing cortisol 
levels? Are they only marginally helpful? As Margareta D. Pisarska, MD, the co-director 
of Center for Reproductive Medicine at the Cedars Sinai Medical Center in Los Angeles, 
has observed: “It’s becoming more and more important, in terms of what studies we do, 
to focus our efforts on the physiological effects of stress and how they may play a role in 
conception.”  

How Does Glutrasol FE Help Support Fertility?

Glutrasol FE, one of CortControl’s GlutrasolTM family of patented science-based nutra-
ceuticals, is optimized to help increase the body’s ability to physically cope with the 
environmentally triggered emotional stresses related to fertility challenges for both women 
and men. To support fertility and improve overall health, Glutrasol FE strengthens the 
immune system by employing three chemistries key to the Glutrasol family of specialty 
supplements: transfer factor, beta-glucans, and lactic acid-generating bacteria. 

Less costly and less invasive than many other fertility aids and easily integrated to augment 
other treatment protocols, Glutrasol FE offers a personalized, all natural alternative for 
enhancing fertility treatments. 

To learn more, also read “The Science Behind Glutrasol™” on the CortControl website.

Product Development Timeline for Glutrasol FE  

Glutrasol FE has received a US patent in 2017 and human beta studies are expected to 
complete in 2018.
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